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abstract This paper proposes a visual system of bus route information. This system is
composed of two devisions. The first is to plan and dercrmine bus routes in a city road
network. The last is that bus routes are displayed for the convenience of bus users.

I. INTRODUCTION

Bus system can provide network services, complement the rapid transit system in a big
city, and be the main transportation system in a small city.
When there is a change in the OD trip pattern in a city, the bus route network, which has
ben operated, should be modified to meet the new demand psttem. Installing a rapid
transit system, such as a subway, will cause such a change in OD trip pattern. It is
important to have a rationd network of bus routes in order to deal witr these churges in
demand, to increase the usefulness for bus passengers and the operating efficiency. But
often bus routes was developed unsystematically over a long period of time, so it is now
necessary to develop a scientific and rationgl rystem for planning bus route network in
order to improve present bus systems. ' -

2. PREVIOUS WORKS

In bus route network planning, such are to be considered as the design of bus route
network operated, the frequency of services of tre routes, and the schedules of starting
times and bus operations. We should consider pasiengers choices arnong many routes on
the same' road section. Lamplin(1967) has developed an approximate method for
passenger choice among many routes by adding some fixed passing point in advance.
As for the schedule of the starting time, Friedman(I975) formulated a mathematical
programming metrod to determine the departure time so as to minimize the waiting time
of passengers. Jackson(1972) proposed a computer simulation method to calculate the
schedules of buses operating on several bus routes. Gerrard(1972) has developed a
computer simulation method to calculate tre schedules of buses on the branches of bus
route network. Rapp(1972) showed an evaluation melhod for alternative bus routes by the
use of Graphic di+lay in'computer execution. Barsey(1979) has formulated its policy of
applying market analysis techniques to bring the bus services into line with passenger
demand.
The design of bus routes is fie first step of bus route network planning. The bus routes
are often desigrred by specially trained parsonnel. There is no previous work on the
systematic design of bus route network.

3. PRINCIPLE OF DESIGNING BUS ROUTES

In general, bus routes should be as simple as possible and carry all passengers without
transfer that they directly travel to their destinations for the convenie,nce of passengers.
We, therefore, should find all possible routes in desigrring bus route network. Routes
should individually carry passengers as many al possible. It is, therefore, desirable to
select such routes drat carry the largest number of possible passengers.
In the road network of a big city, there are a large number of bus routes possiblc to be
instrled. Wc, howevcr, can not estimate how many possible rout€E there should bc to
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carry all passengeni without tansfer. On the other hand, it is- impossible for us to.record
,il ,ilpddble-routes and to order according to passenger demand owing p. mg limited
caoacity and computation time to be spent in corirputer execution. This article shows an

"ifi"ilit mema io decrease the numbbr of dtemitive bus routes for bus route network
planning.

4. MODEL FOR BUS ROUTE NETWORK PLANNING

The model proposed here could be used to help. install rational bus route network. The

-oa"i ii cirmposed of three submodels for -the 
determination of dtemative routes,

.ea"ci"g the n'umber of of alternative routes and the determination of frequencies on
individural routes( see Figure I ).
ft e first submobel seaiches 

-systematically for all the possible routes which have the

""ii" -a J""tirrition nodes at terminds subject to limits on the length, shape of routes

anj, number of tums at intersections, and selects some alternative routes which carry all
passengers without transfer( see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The flow chart of the first submodel

Figure l. The flow chart of the model

The submodel uses two indices for selecting routes. One is the memory index, the other is
the selection index. The combination of ihese indices gives various sets of alternative
rgutes. The network of alternative routes selected by the first submodel is too large and
complicated for passengers to choose in a big city.
Som-e of the seiected ioutes have partial resemblance to others- The res_embling routes
which have less passenger demand ii to be eliminated for the efficiency of. bus operation.
In the real situaiion, it is not always necessary to carry all passengers without transfer.
The second submodel, therefore, eiiminates, st"p by siep, the least needed routes until
percentage of fansfer'passengers reaches a certain figure, so that th,ere remains only the
indispeniable and impdrtant ioutes to carry passengers(see Figure 3). The lea.s! .needed
route is found to have the minimum number oT passengei demand per link. The
percentage of tansfer passengers should be determined according to the scale of a city
and its passenger demand.
The ttriid submodel estimates individual frequencies of routes, waiting time of passengeni
and toal bus running distance (see Figure 4). It is efficient for bus operation that the
total bus running time of passengers is as short as possible.
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It is said that desisning bus service should be to fit the p-assengers demand taking accountof the fact that tni aeilrana *ii;;t-i,Iti'tire service offereJ ind the fare charged. Manygity have fixed flat fare, so *" ca, ito *ittort t"fh;;";;;;"f ;t.Passengers arrive at bus stops at randon ;i-rfi;i;Jt-on-'uur"r- which come earry.

*"Jiiffi ,.*:"lr*#:,ff 
l'";**'rm:troutesarei,rdf ortionartol.equ"n"r"'.'i",ii"",

A Method for Desigring Bus Rou&s Nehrort and hesenting the Informations of Bus Routes

Figure 3. The second Submodel Figure 4. The third Submodel

In esfimating frequencies we must consider both passengers
who can travel without transfer and those who are obli"gedto transfer. Passengers who must transfer use another roliiIransternng at a node where the sum of the frequencies ofroutes to be used is maximized, which ."*, th"i;;;;;g;;
travel minimizing the waiting time on the ioute.
lh:I: -",n]-y. transportation systems p:Esengers can use.ln the model only one mode of transporiation Sstem, whichls the bus -system, is considered. Ln general manv bus stoos
ar-e located on a road section. A node i; id";rifi'"i; ;;;
:l,rg" bus,stops, qg it is where ttre tnps originate anJ
lll; ,_1i mgdeJ.,is agRlied t9 a clly which h-as a g-rid pattem
road network like Kyoto city. The road networ-k fdrms agno panem rn the center of the city. The dummy nodes anddummy links, which do not exist in" ttre ria'road 
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lines respectively( see Figure 5). The length of every link is supposed to be equal.

4.1 Seerch for Altemetive Routes

The systematic search for alternative routes is the main part of the model. The submodel
is coriposed of two processes, searching for and selecting alternative routes as shown in
Figure 2.
Wi can find a lot of complicated routes which have many tums at intenection, bu! these

routes are too difficult foi passengers to understand and choose urhen trey travel for the
first time. Therefore, tre r6utes slhould be as simple as possible. Very long routes are
hard to operate at a-satisfactory level of service. 

-Very 
short routes cause loss time at

turning point of terminals. It is, therefore, desirable that
the lengh of routes has restrictions and the upper limit
of turning left or right should be less than four times.
In tre model, two kinds of routes are considered. One is
circular ( or loop). The other is lineal( or shuttle ro.ute).
The circular and lineal routes operate in botr directions.
The lineal routes pass between two terminals by the
shortest path. The circular routes have, at le'ast, one
terminal and their shapes are rectangular or square.

4.2 Searching for Possible Routcs

We should fin4 at first, all the possible routes
according to a given road network. The search for lineal
routes iJ carried ou! step by step, subject to the limits
of dre number of right or left tums, so that the nodes
passed trrough by the route are stored in the memories
bf computer. The search for circular routes is carried
out, step by step, to decide the four turning points.
When a route passes through some dummy nodes, it is
not memoried nor selected. When a route is as same as

any. route which is already found, it is never selected
agiun.

43 Sclecting Alternative Routes

We can get all possible routes by the above process. We
should find and select possible direct routes for the
convenience of passengers, but we can not estimate how
many direct routes lhere would be. Although a large
road network has a large number of possible direct
routes, the number of routes should be as small as
possible so trat passengers can easily choose. We
should select such routes that have large Passenger l-"*-- "..", 

_l
demand per link. Owing to tre limited capacity of I '-.._ 

.-:---.--- I

computer, it is impossible-to memory all possible routes I '[cmtw routct 
I

in the order of possible passenger demand in a large
road network. Ii is, therefore, necessary to select Figure 6.Select alternative routes
alternative routes among the possible routes by a step
by step method as shown in Figure 6.
The piinciple of the method used here is, at first, to select some number__Nl of -primary
routei *'trich individually carry the larger number of passengers per link. When Nl is not
large enough for passengers tb be cariied without trans!9r, there remains passengers who
mGt transier usirig the-other routes selected so far. Then we select some complement
routes which carry-trese passengers. It is also impossible for us to estimate how many
complement routei there would b1. Therefore the cbmplement routes is to be selected steP

by siep. The method is to select further routes( n2 in iach step) so that eventually a set of
routegis found for which no passengers has to transfer.
In tre process of selecting' altem;tive routes, the following items are defined. The
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original OD( 
-origin/destination) table, Mij(o), is the initially given OD rips for bus

passengers. The residud oD table, Mij(h), is the oD ripl in tre l-tir steo for
passengers who would have to transier riiing'6nly routes alreif,i seteJrca. ft e 

-po'ssiLii

lY}p:l of p.assengers,,AM/r(Rr/,.fqr. th.9 t-0r route is the numbir of possible {iO tripsper lrnk, whtch the k-th route individ_udly carries in the residual OD table of l-th stip.
The possible number of.passengers, AM*.(o), is tre number of possible ob rips p;; iil'k,
which the /r-th route individually carry in the original OD table.The process 

"ahli"i 
oui in

each step are as follows as shown in iable l;
StepO: Order all (say N) possible routes according to the size of AMk(o) and select best
t-o!nl.(= n say) These are called the primary routes (i.e. 8r,8e,...,&,) and-are stored in the
computer.
Stepl:-.Calculatg the residual OD table Rr , reorderremaining possible routes( ta+r to ta)
according to AMk(fu), and select the best top nl( to save-only Nl remainine oossibt6
routes m memory of comp.uter). This is called-the first group of possible compleinentary
routes. From this group, select the best top N2( = n say)-acc6rdin! to fMkio). These are
qalle-d the-fir.st grgup of selected complementary routes( i.e. b,,,b.,1..., b.,).
Step2: Calculate the residual OD table R, ( bt subtraciing trips made bv'0re primarv and
complementary routes selected so far), reord6r remainin!' poisible rouies (b.*,' to'b,'
and b'*, to b*-") according to AMh(R,), and select ttrJULst top Nl. fhii is called the
second group of possible complementary routes(i.e. c r,,cr,,..,c., ).

Table I Possible routes listed in order of AMk(o) nd AMk(Rl)

P.imary

routes
First complement

routes

br
bo*,

br-.
b,'
b,'
b.'

I'"
b"'

Second complement

routes
Third complement

routes

dr-r-2.
d,'
d"'
d.'
d.t,'

:

do'

possible
routes

or

possible
complemcnt

routes

group
according

to
AMk(o)

bt
b,
b.

Cr

Cr

Cr

dt

da

d.

d"
dn+r

Ca

Cn+ t

Cx-n-r

Cr'

Cz'

C.t

C-*t'

CO,

Step3: Calculate the residual OD able Rr urd so on.r#hen NI and N2 are small, we would iterate the step of selecting complementary routes
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many times (say p) if trere would be many complementary routes to be selected. We, at
least, get Nl+pN2 of selected routes. Many iterations cause the increase of computation
time of computer. When N2 is large, we would have many resembling routes and selected
alternative routes and the number of selected routes will increase. rrVhen we would like to
have a smdl number of selected dternative routes, we should chose a small Nl of
memory index.

5. CASE STUDY IN A SIMPLIFIED NETWORK OF A CITY

A simplified road network is shown in Figure 7. The existing bus terminals and garages
are shown as double circles. The minimum leng0r of 0re lineal and circular routes are 4
and 8, and the ma<imum length of them are ll and 18 respectively.
When the indices of Nl and N2 are 200 and 3 respectively, there are 251 altemative
routes selected wtrich carry all passengers without transfer. There are about one thousand
of possible routes according to the road network. The number of selected altemative
routes is much smaller than that of possible routes.

z2 (13.5o/o')

(11.7'/ol

L

O r.r-ir.t
rrlr1.40 1.,15 1.50 1.55

waiting time of plsrrcngcrs

o

H
E! s:oe
oo

.o
530!g

oF

C sbtion

Figure 7. Simplified road network of a city Figure 8. Total bus running distance and
waiting time of passengers

We would like to estimate how a bus route network can be simplified when the total bus
running distance is minimized. It is, therefore, supposed that, at most, l57o passengers of
d OD trips should transfer one time but no passengers transfer two times. The number of
alternative routes has reduced to 18 when the l5o/o passengers would be obliged to
transfer. This number is smaller than dre number of existing bus routes in the city. When
the percentage decreases, the number of remaining.routes and the waiting time.of
passengers increase in Figure 8 which shows the relation between the total bus running
distance and the waiting time of passengers in brackets. The optimal number of routes is
22 when the total bus running distance is minimized. The individual frequency of each
route is estimated from 3 to 2l per hour and the average number of passengers on board
is 48.8 per bus. The bus authority would be able to operate an efficient service, taking
these numbers into consideration.

6. DISPLAY MANY INFORMATIONS OF BUS ROUTES

In order to increase the usefulness of a bus system, it is important to-establish the system
for displaying and presenting mmy informations of bus routes to bus users wlrerever they
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A Me{hod for Desigring Bus Roules Network and Presenting the htfontutions of Bus llotttcs ,5? I

are not only at a bus stop but also at home. The system can provide bus .users the

.ioi-"ti""i of suitable bus routes among many bus Pltes wtretrer they want to go to
their destinations as ;jy ; il!il6r", il, .f,u"p-"i possible or as comfortible as possible'

When bus users can g;idrd;?;tations oil *tiprt"r network at home, this system is

the useful system for bus users and a bus system'

Peoole want to know how to use a bus with a cl-reape.r fare, as -eaiy- as. possiblg as

ffiId;Jbil;,i,,;;d;i "" 
o*trv." pooiur" wheri tlrey go-to their-destination. so it

is imoortant for bus users that bus routes ari easily used inii found on tre base of the

i""#'#ffi; rffi d";f;;;.;;;;,-o" iouiu ut"a is .hottet, it is comfortable in bus and

if,f, i;;;'.--ii".rr d;'1;rd'"t.;;;.1],.'-6;fotability , eTact of time, shortest and

il""l,rlH:ffi 
j,'lnrl.nl$J[*hukrH'fi 

"illl*';..to""xtxlilf 
:"i;:.i*H:

6.1 Setting thc Ordcr of Four Criterie

There is different importance on the four -criteria 
among bus users' !o $" system asks a

;;;;; i" order the ii#;;;"-;iir;;.-when t" tt"nfto so to-a destination as earlv as

il:ilb1i ",i;;;""""'of shorrestness is to be selected as tre first important item- The

5;;;;;;J-tiriia 
-r.p"ni"t *iiii" 

"," 
setectJ on 

" 
p.t*nal computer,-and the order of

the four criteria is made identified.
As there exisS different value of time among persons' when one want to know both

cheap and 
""rty 

,out.,-h. ;;;.t;";-iioiitti"'cneapeit route or the earliest route. The

system does not show which is better.

5.2 0utput Deta

All possible routes between a departure stop and a destination one are selected and

displayed on rhe Cnf if a-perion"i co*putei'One of the best route for the four criteria

which a person 
"tor" 

i", di#i;;;-*ffii;;;"d"Thi fou, best routes are simultaneouslv

displayed if need. ----L -- a^ -,,-r.o. nf
Many informations are shown on tre cRT of a computer, such as tte number of a

;6'l'"fiil;; th" ild;;6.; of fossible routes coirbining between a departure one

and a destin"tion onil-n;;;T 6; A;p"tt ;e b,ri station, a n-ame of tre destination bus

station, a name or "'trl"rf"iUrrii"t.ri 
if i*ists and a waiting time for a bus at a bus

station.

53 How to DisPlaY thc Found Routes

6.3.1 Station
i[.-a"pir{,ie station, destination st?tioq and the ransfer one zre shown on the CRT

;;;;";iitil";6 ;f 'bh;.g;;;-;J;;d , iespecti"ely. other stations are shown bv the

color of grey.

6.3.2 Bus Route
A-;;;t" ir;oo," Uy a line or a dotted line between two nodes. A {irect roy13 

1s li?]"vga
as the dotted tlnes irom- *r.-U"Lirrirg nod" to -the deparnrre s'tation, lines from the

d"pfi;;;;6th";;il;td;t-i'tir" aott"d lines irom the destination one to the

ending node of the route.
A transfer route is iiipi"v"a bv a color, for instance green' as-the doted thin lines from
ir,"U"lit-i"i;;a";i'i,r; n# ro.ii io'tf.{eqartur.e-station, the bold dotted lines from
the departur" o"" to 

" 

-r-ri;; ;;, tre bold dotted lines from the transfer one to the

e;rti;;6;o.rUv *otfr"i;6r,-Ioi instanie blue and another kind of thin dotted lines

from the destinati'on to the ending node of the second route'

7. CONCLUSION

There have been many bus route network pluring stu{es rrilrose aims have been to design

bus routes r"tiong1iv] il;;;iil-i"q,iir"a if,e atternative routes developed by the
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experiences of bus authorities and specialists to be supplied as input. In this paper the
submodel for dre search for dternative routes was proposed in order to discover
systematicdly the dternative routes. Even ufien there is limited computation time, it is
possible for us to search for and select alternative routes which carry all passengers
witrout tansfer among a large number of possible routes in a big city. The submodel will
enable us to desigrr systematically all possible dternative routes witr^no inspiration nor
exoenence- we can easilv obtain the desired rational bus route network for real situation.
Thle system can providd bus users the informations of suiable bus routes among many
bus routes. When bus users can get these informations on computer network at home, this
system is the useful system for bus users and a bus system.
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